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Abstract
In an information system a key role is played by the underlying data schema. This article starts out
from the view that the entire modelling process of an information system’s data schema can be seen as a
schema transformation process. A transformation process that starts out with an initial draft conceptual
schema and ends with an internal database schema for some implementation platform. This allows us to
describe the transformation process of a database design as an evolution of a schema through a universe
of data schemas. Doing so, allows for a better understanding of the actual design process, countering
the problem of ‘software development under the lamppost’. Even when the information system design is
finalised, the data schema can evolve further due to changes in the requirements on the system.
We present a universe of data schemas that allows us to describe the underlying data schemas at all
stages of their development. This universe of data schemas is used as a case study on how to describe the
complete evolution of a data schema with all its relevant aspects. The theory is general enough to cater
for more modelling concepts, or different modelling approaches. To actually model the evolution of a
data schema, we present a versioning mechanism that allows us to model the evolutions of the elements
of data schemas and their interactions, leading to a better understanding of a schema design process as a
whole. Finally, we also discuss the relationship between this simple versioning mechanism and general
purpose version management systems.

1 Introduction
When designing an information system, one usually starts out by specifying a so called conceptual schema.
After such a conceptual schema is finalised, this schema is then implemented on a target platform such
as a relational system, a hierarchical system, or an object-oriented system. To this end, the conceptual
schema is transformed (mapped) to a schema on the chosen target platform. In this article we take the
view that the entire (data) modelling process can be seen as a transformation process of data schemas,
where a data schema can be an Entity Relationship schema ([EN94, BCN92]), an Object-Role Modelling
schema ([Hal95]), a relational schema, or any other internal representation schema. This view is in line
with transformational approaches to software engineering in general ([BBP + 79, PS83, BMPP89]), which
take a high level software specification and convert this by a sequence of transformations to concrete code.
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Even more, after the data schema of an information system has been implemented, the requirements on
the system may have changed, requiring the information system to evolve as well. This means that the
underlying data schema has to undergo yet another set of transformations to incorporate the new requirements. This observation has led to the development of so-called evolving information systems (see e.g.
[BKKK87, TS92, PW95, OPF94, PW94, HEH+ 94]).

1.1 Schema Design Through Transformations
To further motivate our view on a schema modelling process as a transformation process, we first take a
closer look at the involved transformations. A conceptual schema design process usually starts out with an
initial draft conceptual schema which is then subject to a process of refinement and quality improvements,
resulting in the final conceptual schema of the universe of discourse. This modelling process is usually
guided by some design procedure. For example, in ([Hal95]) a design procedure for Object-Role Modelling techniques is discussed. In [RBP+ 91, Kri94] design procedures for object-oriented techniques are
provided, while [EN94, BCN92] discuss some loose guidelines for ER schema design.
After the conceptual schema has been finalised, one can sometimes perform small (equivalence preserving)
transformations on these schemas which result in a schema that allows for a more efficient implementation
([Hal90, Hai91, Hal91, EN94, HP95, PH95]). These transformations typically utilise the rich semantics
and clarity of conceptual schemas. Performing such transformations after these schemas have already
been mapped to a target platform usually becomes too complicatedi, since these schemas use less concise
modelling concepts. This makes it both harder to define the transformations, and harder for the information
system designers to track the transformations.
Following the optimisation transformations, the schema is consequently mapped to a target platform. For
the different conceptual modelling techniques there are different mapping algorithms following varying
styles and strategies. See for instance: [Ber86, SEC87, BW92, Ris93, MHR93, Hal95, Bom94, Rit94].
Once a conceptual schema has been transformed to some sort of representation for a target platform, this
schema can sometimes be optimised even further. Some of these transformations are discussed in e.g.
[De 93, Kob86, BCN92].
So-far we have distinguished 5 key classes of schema transformations. They are:
1. Conceptual schema refinements
2. Conceptual schema quality improvements
3. (Conceptual) schema optimisations
4. Conceptual to internal (logical) schema mapping
5. Internal schema optimisations
For a more elaborate discussion on the classes of schema transformations, refer to e.g. [Hai91]. Presently,
the reverse process of the transformations in 4 and 5 also receives a lot of attention in the database and
information systems research community. This reversed process is referred to as reverse engineering. For
this fairly new area also a wide range of strategies and algorithms exists ([Kal91, FG92, SS93, HCTJ93,
HTJC93b, HTJC93a, CBS94]). These algorithms all operate on the base of a set of possible schema
transformations and heuristics to best apply them. The above discussed five classes either operate on a
conceptual data schema or an internal schema of a given implementation platform. The modelling process
up until the start of the internal schema mapping can be regarded as a journey through a universe of data
schemas. This is illustrated in figure 1. This universe of data schemas must be rich enough such that
the data schemas can include both details relevant for a conceptual presentation as well as the internal
representation.
The aim of this article is to develop a mechanism by which we can describe the evolution of a data schema
undergoing the above discussed schema transformations. Such a mechanism can then be used in the context
2
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Figure 1: Evolution of a data schema in time
of a CASE-Tool or an evolving information system. This evolution describing mechanism consists of two
key components. The first describing the state space of the universe of data schemas, and the second the
historical aspects. In this article, focus is on the latter aspects. Nevertheless, we will have to introduce a
state space that is rich enough for our requirements.

1.2 Overview of the Version Management System
The state space is build from existing, well published, components ([BW92, HW93, BBMP95, CP96]).
Therefore, it is only discussed briefly in section 2. What makes the universe of data schemas unique is that
it is rich enough to describe (at multiple levels of abstraction) ER and ORM data models simultaneously on
a conceptual and on an internal level. This is done by combining the CDM (Conceptual Data Modelling)
Kernel ([CP96]) with a specification technique for internal representations ([BW92, Bom95]). This latter
techniques extends flat data schemas with a special notation that allows us to group roles together in trees.
These trees than directly correspond to internal representations. Below we will see an example of this tree
representation.
This combination of the CDM Kernel and the tree representations, leads to the view shown in figure 2.
The actual conceptual schema is provided by the flat data schema and the clustering information, which
provides the distinction between attribute types, entity types, complex types, and the layers of abstraction.
The internal schema is provided by the flat data schema in conjunction with a tree representation of the roles
in the conceptual schema, where each tree corresponds to one record structure of the internal schema. For
convenience, the resulting data modelling technique is still referred to as the CDM Kernel in the remainder.
This article can therefore actually be seen as the third and final part in a trilogy on the CDM Kernel. The
first article ([CP96]) defining the kernel in full detail, the second one defining an algorithm for bottom up
abstraction of flat conceptual models ([CHP96]) in the kernel, and finally this article which adds a version
management system.
The second component of the versioning mechanism, introduced in figure 3, provides us with a way to
model the evolution of the schema design. In our approach we are able to actually model any interactions
schema components may have with each other during a schema design process. An example of this is
shown in figure 3, where schema elements e1 and e2 fuse by reaction R to become e3. For instance two
relationship types that merge. This allows modellers to trace the evolution of schema components through
a modelling or evolution process. This should provide the modeller (and even the end user) with more
insight into the evolution of the schema design.
This latter issue should not be underestimated. Already in [CKSI87], it was stated that most existing software process models, including the (then) new approaches like prototyping and program transformation,
3
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“focus on the series of artifacts that exist at the end of the phases of the process, rather than on the actual
processes that are conducted to creat the artifacts”. Curtis et al, compared this phenomenon to the old story
of the man who lost his wallect across the street, but searches it on this side under the lamppost, simply
because the light is better. We expect that by providing better insight in the interactions between model
elements during a schema design process, the light will also reach the other side of the street.
In [CKSI87, CKI88], it was found that more insight into the actual modelling process, e.g. decission points,
was crucial for a better understanding of the project as a whole. We believe that our version management
system provides a start for this in the context of schema design. By being able to explicitly model interactions of schema elements in the course of a schema design, and adding appropriate explanations to each of
these interactions and design steps, a better understanding of the design process should result.
The integration between the schema universe and the version management components is provided in
section 4. This yields a complete specification for an evolution mechanism that allows us to describe the
evolution of a data schema through all its stages of design, including that of evolution of the information
system as a whole due to changed requirements. The resulting evolution mechanism is referred to as the
CDM Evolver.
Existing approaches to the modelling of data schema evolution (e.g. [BKKK87, TS92, PW94]) are only
able to describe the evolution of either the conceptual level, or the internal level, but not both as a unity.
For example, [BKKK87, TS92] describe the evolution at the actual database level and not the conceptual
level. EVORM ([PW94]), on the other hand, only allows us to describe the evolution of a conceptual
schema. In this article, we re-apply some of the principles used in the development of EVORM, which was
derived from the Object-Role Modelling (ORM) variation PSM ([HW93]), while extending it to meet our
new requirement to include abstraction layers and internal mapping aspects. Furthermore, the historical
dimension of EVORM is further refined in the sense that we are, as stated before, able to explicitly model
interactions between data schema elements. For example, the merger of two relationship types into one.

2 Data Schema Universe
The data schema universe is the set of valid data schemas. This set of data schemas is defined by the
data schema language. As stated before, this language must be rich enough to allow us to model both the
conceptual aspects of a data schema as well as internal representation aspects in one single model. In this
section we therefore extend the CDM Kernel with an existing technique ([BW92]) to cater for this. The
extension allows us to group roles into trees. Each tree corresponds directly to a record structure, be it conform the (flat) relational model, the nested relational model, the network model, or the hierarchical model.
This technique was developed as a means to study alternative internal representations of the Predicator
Model ([BHW91]). The Predicator Model is one of the first formalisations of Object-Role Modelling, and
it was one of the ancestors of the CDM Kernel.
As the CDM Kernel is the result of a series of extensions and refinements of formalisations of ORM, each
of which have been published before ([BHW91, HW93, PW94, BBMP95, CP96]), we allow ourselves
the luxury of only briefly discussing the current CDM Kernel. We start with a concise description of flat
conceptual schemas in subsection 2.1, followed in subsection 2.2 by the abstraction layers that can be built
on top of that. In subsection 2.3, the tree representation of flat conceptual schemas is discussed. These
trees are used to determine the internal representation of the conceptual schema. We also discuss briefly
how these trees can be interpreted for different implementation platforms.

2.1 Flat Conceptual Schemas
In figure 4 an example, taken from [Hal95], of a flat conceptual schema is shown. The domain is concerned
with martial arts, and the schema should be self explanatory. The notation used is the style of Object-Role
Modelling (ORM). For a flat conceptual schema we cannot directly use the ER notation, as no information
5

is available to distinguish between entity types and attribute types. For more details on this refer to [CP96].
Formally, a flat conceptual schema version at point in time t consists of the following components:
1. A set OB t of object types.
2. A subset VLt ⊆ OBt of value types. Value types are types that have instances which are directly denotable on some communication medium. For example, numerals, strings, sound, video and HTML.
The function Domt : VLt → DO t is used to associate a domain of values to each value type.
3. A set RLt of relationship types. The roles of the relationship types are provided as RO t , while
the function Rolest : RLt → ℘+ (RO t ) partitions the roles of the relationship types. The players
of the roles are given by the function Player t : RO t → OBt . The set of all types is defined as
TP t , OB t ∪ RLt .
4. The subtyping hierarchy is captured by the predicate SubOf t ⊆ OB t × OBt .
5. The identification schemes of object types are given by the function Identt : OBt →(℘(RO t × ROt ))+ .
The CDM Kernel allows identification schemes to be inherited from supertypes onto subtypes, but
subtypes may also provide their own identification scheme.
6. A set CN t of constraints.
7. Some types in the conceptual schema may be derivable (most notably subtypes). Therefore, DerRule t :
TP t  DerivationRules may associate a derivation rule to types. Furthermore, for each derivable type an update rule may be specified defining how to deal with updates on the derived types:
UpdRulet : TP t  UpdateRules.
In this article we do not elaborate on correctness rules for single schema versions. For a detailed discussion
on these rules see [CP96]. For the martial arts domain we have the following excerpt:
OBt

=

{Date, dmy, Player, PlayerName, Rank, ..., Outcome}

VLt

=

{dmy, PlayerName, RankKindName, ..., OutcomeName}
˛
˘
¯
”d-m-y” ˛ 1 ≤ d ≤ 31 ∧ 1 ≤ m ≤ 12 ∧ 0 ≤ y

Domt (dmy)

=

Domt (PlayerName)

=

String

Domt (RankKindName)

=

{’kyu’, ’dan’}

Domt (LevelNr)

=

IN
I

RLt

=

{has ever beaten, was born on, in judo has, . . . , in karatedo favours}

Rolest (has ever beaten)

=

{has ever beaten-1, has ever beaten-2}

Rolest (was born on)

=

{was born on-1, was born on-2}

Rolest (is at)

=

{is at-1, is at-2}

Player t (was born on-1)

=

Player

Player t (was born on-2)

=

Date

Player t (has ever beaten-1)

=

Player

Player t (has ever beaten-2)

=

Player

BlackBelt SubOf t Player, JudoDan SubOf t BlackBelt, KaratedoDan SubOf t BlackBelt

The derivation rules for this domain are the three subtype defining rules as specified in the
graphical representation.

2.2 Abstraction Layers
In the past, a much heard critique on Object-Role Modelling based techniques was that they were too
detailed. Where ORM models show too much detail, (E)ER models lack detail. The reason being that
(E)ER, by the virtue of its attribute types, already provides a rudimentary means to introduce a single
abstraction level. This allows modellers to focus on what they experience as key object types (which
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then become the entity types). ORM forces modellers to initially regard all object types as equals. This
means that an ORM diagram looks initially much more complex than an ER diagram would do. For large
applications, however, the problem of complex and uncomprehensible schemas also haunts the (E)ER
modeller ([CJA90]).
These observations have sparked the development of bottom-up abstraction algorithms that allow for (manual, semi-manual, or automatic) generation of higher abstraction layers by the identification of so called
major object types. Examples of such algorithms can be found in e.g. [Ver83, Sho85, TWBK89, CJA90,
CHP96].
The CDM Kernel provides modelling constructs that allow for top-down abstraction as well as bottom-up
abstraction. In e.g. [De 91, DJ93], similar extensions of ORM are discussed. However, the ideas presented
there remain informal, and do not establish a connection to (E)ER modelling. Furthermore, the fully
automatic bottom-up abstraction algorithm described in [CHP96] generates these abstraction layers for a
given flat conceptual model in the CDM Kernel. This makes the CDM Kernel highly suitable for both
bottom-up and top-down modelling.
Besides the above discussed notion of abstraction, traditional ORM and ER schemas already (implicitly)
feature a different notion of abstraction. In both traditional ORM and ER, but in particular in the many
extensions, it was found natural to present complex types as an undividable entity. This has led to such
notions as: objectification, collection types, sequence types, aggregate types, bag types, schema types, etc.
As an example of this, consider the Training object type in figure 4. From a conceptual point of view,
it may be more natural to treat Training as an objectification of a relationship between a BlackBelt and
Club. So each relation between a BlackBelt and a Club is treated as if it is an individual instance of an
object type. This objectified view is shown in figure 5. Which view is more natural depends very much on
the underlying universe of discourse. In ORM this is usually detected by studying the way example facts
from the universe of discourse are verbalised. The objectified view of figure vr02objc hides the underlying
relationship types has and took place at, and by doing so it provides a form of abstraction.
To return to the martial arts example, after identifying the abstractions to hide the details of complex types,
we can perform abstractions based on the importance of object types. For the martial arts domain, this
may lead to the representation as shown in figure 6. This representation focuses on the major object types
in the domain, and is likely to be more comprehensible by modellers and their discussion partners. It is
now interesting to see that a level-one abstraction from a flat object-role model directly corresponds to an
(E)ER schema. In figure 7 we have depicted the (E)ER version of the schema in figure 6. This example
also illustrates how (E)ER ([BCN92]) schemas are represented in the context of the CDM Kernel. They
are treated as flat conceptual schemas with a pre-determined level-one abstraction layer.
Formally, the abstraction layers for the CDM Kernel are provided by the clustering function:
Clustert : IIN× OBt → ℘(TP t )
The intuitive meaning is that if Cluster(i, x) = Y , then the types in Y are clustered to x on level i. In
[CP96] some general completeness rules for these clusterings are provided. For the martial arts domain we
would for example have:
Clustert (0, Training)
Clustert (1, Player)
Clustert (1, Rank)

= { Training, has, BlackBelt, took place at, Club }
= { Player, was born on date, has ever beaten, ..., dmy }
= { Rank, is of, RankKind, ..., LevelNr }

To distinguish between the different flavours of abstraction we also introduce the function:
CFlavourt : OB t × TP t  Flavours
with as intuition that if CFlavourt (x, y) = f , then the clustering of object type x to y has flavour f . For
example:
CFlavourt (has, Training) = objectification
CFlavourt (took place at, Training) = objectification
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The clusters resulting from CFlavour can also be interpreted as object classes in an object-oriented sense.
Each of the clusters in figure 6 can be seen as an object class in an object-oriented approach. This view
also allowed us to introduce some object oriented aspects into traditional data modelling ([CP96]). In
[KS92, DJ93, CH94] the effects of extending ORM or ER with object-oriented features are also discussed.
The important aspects with which ORM is extended are: the overriding of inherited relationship types,
the association of methods to object types, and the encapsulation of methods and clustered object types.
These aspects are discussed in full detail in [CP96]. In this article we only state the way in which we
have ‘implemented’ these features in the theory. To capture overriding of inheritance, we introduce the
function RoleLimt : OBt × RO t  OBt . If RoleLimt (x, p) = y, then in the context of the relationship
types clustered to x, the population of Player t (p) should be limited to the population of object type y. The
second object-oriented aspect is concerned with the association of methods to object types. To each schema
a set OP t ⊆ OB t  Methods of operations can be associated, accompanied by a signature function
σ t : OP t → TP +
t . If o ∈ OP t , we have an operation with signature σ t (o), while the operation o itself is
a function assigning a specific method for different object types (within one single subtyping hierarchy).
Obviously, the methods o(x) may differ for different types x in the same type hierarchy, but inheritance is
the default. The way in which we use the terms operation and method is borrowed from [RBP + 91]. The
operations themselves are also introduced on different levels of abstraction. These abstraction levels are
provided by the function: Opst : IIN→ ℘(OP t ).
Finally, as a third object-oriented aspect, the CDM Kernel offers encapsulation. The CDM Kernel offers
two flavours of encapsulation. The most liberal one is encapsulation on the type level, which is provided
by the function Encapt : OBt → ℘(OP t ∪ TP t ). This flavour of abstraction allows us to encapsulate operations and relationship types within definitions of clusterings. Only relationship types can be encapsulated,
since the players of relationship may be shared among relationship types. Similarly, in most object-oriented
modelling techniques attributes can be encapsulated, but the underlying domains of these attributes can not
be encapsulated. If relationship type r ∈ Encapt (x), then r is only visible from instances of x.
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2.3 Internal Representation
In [BW92] a representation technique is introduced that allows us to specify the internal representation of
a conceptual schema as a forest of trees, where each tree corresponds to one record structure and each node
in the tree consists of a set of roles. An example of this is given in figure 8. The top part of this figure
displays one tree corresponding to one single relational table. This table is shown in the bottom part. Please
note that one-on-one relationships, like the one between Rank and the combination of RankKindName
and Level, are ignored in the relational table representation. This can be done due to the fact that Rank
is identified by means of a RankKand and Level, which on their turn receive their identification from
RankKindName and LevelNr. As each Rank is thus identified by a RankKindName and a LevelNr,
we can replace Rank completely by this combination in the relational table representation. As argued in
[BW92, Bom95], the tree representation can be used for non-relational target platforms as well.
Formally, a forest representation of a flat data schema is given by a set of nodes NO t , a partition Rolest :
NO t → ℘(RO t ) yielding the roles grouped to the given node (rendering the Rolest function symbol overloaded), and a set of labelled edges Edget ⊆ NOt × NOt × RLt . In [BW92] a number of correctness rules
for the resulting forest are given. These rules can actually be simplified slightly as we now treat objectification as a form of abstraction, leading to a simplification of the flat conceptual schema level, whereas in
[BW92] exceptions were needed to cope with objectifications.
Please note that it is quite easy to extend the data modelling language with additional constructs to include,
for example, indexing options for the internal representation. For instance, a predicate Index t ⊆ ℘(RO t )
where Indext (P ) signifies that there is an index defined on the combination of roles P . Obviously, the roles
in P must be part of the same tree (relational table) to make it useful to have an index defined on them.
Another relevant extension would be to cater for distribution of the conceptual schema over different sites.
This could for instance (simplistically) be modelled by a function Site t : TP t → ℘(Sites).

2.4 Summary of Components
This completes the overview of the data schema universe. We can now put the different components
together. The structural aspects of a data model are fully determined by the components of the following
tuple:
IS t = hRLt , OB t , VLt , ROt , NO t , SubOf t , Rolest , Player t , Cluster t , CFlavour t , RoleLimt , Identt , Edget i

The first 5 components provide the types, roles and nodes present in the information structure, and the
last 9 components describe their mutual relationships providing the ‘fabric’ of the information structure
(together with the abstraction layers and internal representation).
A complete conceptual schema over a set of concrete domains DO, is then identified by the following
components:
CS t , hIS t , CN t , OP t , σ t , Opst , DerRulet , UpdRulet , Encapt , Domt i
At the moment work is underway in establishing a similar universe of models for the process aspects of an
information system. The CDM Evolver as it will be presented in the next section is flexible enough to be
applied directly to such a process modelling technique as well.
In [CP96] a series of well-formedness rules for the CDM Kernel is provided. In this article we simply
presume that the predicate IsSch(CS t ) determines whether a given conceptual schema CS t is correct.

3 Model Evolution
The previous section briefly discussed the substance of transformation/evolution, i.e. the corpus evolutionis. This section focuses on a way to model the actual evolution of the corpus evolutionis. We try do this
12
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in a generalised way such that it could also be applied to other domains than data schemas (for example
process models). The next section provides the actual coupling between the components of a data schema
in the CDM Kernel and the versioning mechanism. In subsection 3.6, we return to the earlier mentioned
relationship between the way we model evolution of data schemas, and generic version management systems.
The model evolution framework we use consists of the following components:
hTI s , ELV, ELC, VClassi
A linear time axis is provided by TI s . To cater for the fact that model elements can have different versions,
we introduce a set ELV of ELement V ersions. The elements of this set are abstract representations of
the underlying version of model elements. A simple classification system, e.g. distinguishing between
types and constraints, is provided for these elements by a set of ELement C lasses: ELC. The function
VClass : ELV → ELC provides the class for each element version. Below we discuss the aim and pragmatics
of these components in more detail. In the next section we provide a concrete definition of ELV and ELC
for the CDM Kernel.

3.1 Granularity of Versioning

e
m
Ti

Ti

m

e

A data schema, or any model for that matter, can be seen as a set of elements. Some of these elements
may be atomic while some of them may be composed, e.g. relations between other elements. In a version
management system, one can decide to maintain different versions of models as a whole, or maintain
different versions of the elements. We opt for the latter approach. The advantage is that the version history
is not just a series of snapshots of the complete model, but that one can actually track the version history
(evolution) of single elements. For instance, the evolution of a relationship type during the modelling
process. As an illustration, consider figure 9. The left hand side of this figure depicts a sequence of
snapshots, whereas the right hand side shows the same sequence of snapshots, but this time we can see the
evolution of the individual elements.

Figure 9: Granularity of versioning
Below we will see how we are able to model the interaction of different elements in the course of time. For
instance, consider the schema transformation shown in figure 10. This transformation is taken from [PH95],
and is an example of an equivalence preserving schema transformation. In discussing reactions between
element histories, we adopt the terminology used in quantum physics. For the example transformation (left
to right) we can say that the type of the reaction is a fact type reaction, where teaches and advises fuse to
become ... performed ... for .... This reaction absorbs the uniqueness constraints on the two original fact
types. The reaction emits the uniqueness constraint on the resulting fact type, together with the Service
object type and its associated value type (name) and value constraint {’teaching’, ’advice’}. We can
model this behaviour explicitly in our versioning mechanism, providing deeper insight in the actual design
processes, moving away from the tradtional snapshot view (i.e. searching under the lamppost).
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... performed ... for ...

teaches
Lecturer
(name)

Student
(id)

Lecturer
(name)

Student
(id)

advises
Service

(name)

{’teaching’,’advice’}

Figure 10: Example schema transformation

3.2 Time Axis
To model the evolution of a model, some linear time axis is required. In subsection 3.6 we discuss how to
deal with alternative evolution-versions. The time axis we use is provided as: TI s , hTI, {<}i, where
TI is a set of points in time, and < provides a complete total order on TI. The < relation allows us to
define a one step increment function . : TI → TI on the time axis:
.t1 = t2

⇔ t1 < t2 ∧ ¬ ∃s [t1 < s < t2 ]

From the order on the time axis we can also derive:
t1 = t 2

⇔ ¬(t1 < t2 ∨ t2 < t1 )

t1 ≤ t 2

⇔ ¬(t2 < t1 )

3.3 Element Evolutions
As stated before, we model the versioning history of each element separately. To elegantly model the
version history of these elements, and their interactions, we introduce the notion of an extra-temporal (time
independent) element identifier. This concept is indeed similar to the object identifier notion of objectoriented approaches. Let EID be the set of element identifiers. At each point in time, an element may
have a version. To remain as general as possible, we do not yet want to elaborate on what such a version
actually is. Therefore we use the set ELV of version elements to identify these versions, and for now
treat these versions as abstract objects. This means that we can now associate to each element identifier a
function TI  ELV describing the evolution of the element in terms of its versions in the course of time.
The history of all element identifiers, the complete model history, can therefore be seen as a function:
H : EID →(TI  ELV). The set of all possible Model HIstories is then: MHI , EID →(TI  ELV).
A model history as such does not capture the full spectre of the evolution of a model. What is still missing
are interactions that have taken place between model elements in the course of time. This is the extra spice
in the meal that makes a model history into a true model evolution. The interactions of elements in the
course of their evolution can be modelled as a tuple hE, c, ti, where E ⊆ EID is a set of element identifiers
which are together involved in some form of reaction of type c ∈ ELC at point in time t. The general set
of such REActions is: REA , ℘(EID) × ELC × TI. On reactions, the following access functions can be
defined:
RTime(hE, c, ti) , t Reagents(hE, c, ti) , E RClass(hE, c, ti) , c
A complete evolution of models build from version identifiers ELV with element identifiers EID can now
be described by a tuple:
hR, Hi ∈ ℘(REA) × MHI
where R provides the reactions and H is provides the historical component. The set of all possible Model
EVolutions is then:
MEV , ℘(REA) × MHI
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3.4 Correctness of Model Evolutions
The CDM Kernel provides a number of rules to which a conceptual schema should adhere. Some of
these rules are actually formulated as optional rules (electronic switches) to cater for well-formedness
variations based for the different data modelling schools. In this subsection we introduce some general
well-formedness rules on model evolutions hR, Hi ∈ MEV. It should be noted that also for the model
evolutions one may chose to add extra rules based on ones philosophical stance with respect to conceptual
data modelling. Here we can do nothing more but provide a general framework.
If all of the MEW (Model Evolution Well-formedness) axioms we introduce in this section hold, then
a model evolution hR, Hi ∈ MEV is deemed correct: IsModEvol(R, H). In the definitions provided in
this section we shall use the following abbreviation h↓t , t ∈ dom(h), where dom(h) is the domain of
function h. So if h↓t, then function h is defined for t.
An element evolution cannot be empty:
[MEW1] e ∈ EID ⇒ ∃t [H(e)↓t]
The nature of the relationship between reactions and element histories is captured by the following two
axioms:
[MEW2] If r ∈ R, then:
∀e∈Reagents(r) [H(e)↓RTime(r) ∨ H(e)↓. RTime(r)]
[MEW3] If e ∈ EID such that H(e)↓t ∧ H(e)↓.t, then:
H(e)(t) 6= H(.t) ⇒ ∃r∈R [e ∈ Reagents(r) ∧ RTime(r) = t]
The first axiom states that all elements involved in some reaction must be alive at, or immediately after,
the reaction takes place. In plain words this means that dead elements cannot partake in any reaction. The
second axiom requires all changes in an element’s evolution to be the result of some reaction.
The next rule states that evolution of elements is bound to classes. For example, a type may not evolve into
a method, and a constraint may not evolve into a derivation rule. In other words there is no magic; we do
not allow for frogs to turn into princesses. This is formalised in the following axiom:
[MEW4] (history separation) If e ∈ EID, then:
H(e)↓t ∧ H(e)↓t0 ⇒ VClass(H(e)(t)) = VClass(H(e)(.t))
In concrete instances one may sometimes debate whether this rule should be enforced as a hard rule, or as
a deontic rule. In the next section we will see that, although we distinguish between different types in a
conceptual schema, an element evolution describing the evolution of a type is allowed to ‘roam’ in the set
of all types.
The above axiom allows us to introduce a classification of element identifiers. This classification is defined
in the context of a version history H using the existing classification provided by VClass:
EClassH : EID → ELC
EClassH (e) , the unique c such that ∀H(e)↓t [VClass(H(e)(t)) = c]
Using the classification on element identifiers, we are also able to take a closer look at the kinds of reactions
that can occur between element histories. The input and output of a reaction are identified by the functions:
InputH : REA → ℘(EID)

InputH (r) , e ∈ Reagents(r) H(e)↓RTime(r)
OutputH : REA → ℘(EID)

OutputH (r) , e ∈ Reagents(r) H(e)↓. RTime(r)
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A catalyst is an element that partakes in a reaction without being changed itself. For our reactions we can
identify catalysts by:
CatalystH : REA → ℘(EID)

CatalystH (r) , e ∈ InputH (r) ∩ OutputH (r) H(e)(t) = H(e)(.t)
If a reaction r is stated to have class RClass(r) then this must be visible in the input and output of the
reaction. So there must be some input or output of this class:
[MEW5] If r ∈ R, then:
c ∈ RClass(r) ⇒ ∃h∈InputH (r) ∩ OutputH (r) [EClassH (h) = c]
In a reaction some element histories of the same class may fuse, and some may be split. These respective
elements are identified by:
FusionH : REA → ℘(EID)

FusionH (r) , h ∈ InputH (r) HClassH (h) = RClass(r)
FissionH : REA → ℘(EID)

FissionH (r) , h ∈ OutputH (r) HClassH (h) = RClass(r)
Sometimes an element history may absorb element histories of another class, or vice versa. For instance a
constraint may be absorbed when an objectification is transformed into a ternary. To identify such histories
we introduce:
AbsorptionH : REA → ℘(EID)
AbsorptionH (r) , InputH (r) − FusionH (r)
EmissionH : REA → ℘(EID)
EmissionH (r) , OutputH (r) − FissionH (r)
(a)

(b)
... won medals of ... in ...
Country
(name)

Quantity
(nr)+

won gold in
Quantity
(nr)+

Country
(name)
won silver in
MedalKind
(code)
{’G’, ’S’, ’B’}

won bronze in

Figure 11: Olympic Games universe of discourse
As an example of what can happen during a schema transformation, consider the two Olympic Games
schemas depicted in figure 11. The transformation from the first schema to the second schema is based on
the observation that there are exactly three kinds of medals. So the ternary fact type may be specialised
into three binaries, one for each medal kind. You may visualise the transformation from schema (a) into
schema (b) thus:
Fusion of:
won medals of ... in, MedalKind (code)
Fission to:
won gold in, won silver in, and won bronze in
Absorption of:
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uniqueness constraint over first two roles of won medals of ... in,
enumeration constraint { ’G’, ’S’, ’B’ }
Emission of:
uniqueness constraints on first roles of won gold in, won silver in, and won bronze in
What we hope to illustrate with this example, despite its simplicity, is that explicit modelling of the interaction between elements during their evolution provides more insight into the evolution process. One
could even explicitly include modelling decisions by storing a description of the schema transformation
that caused the ‘reaction’, a short explanation of why it was applied, and what role each of the involved
elements plays in the reaction. So:
ResultsFrom : REA → SchemaTransformation
Reason : REA  Text
Role : REA × EID  Text
This, we believe, should provide modellers (and project managers for that matter) with the additional
insight into the modelling process as needed according to [CKSI87, CKI88]. We hope that this way, the
light will start shining on the other side of the street as well.

3.5 Derivation of Model Versions
A complete model snapshot at a given point in time t is easily derived from a complete evolution hR, Hi
by determining the set of version identifiers in the snapshot:
SnapshotH : TI → ℘(ELV)

SnapshotH (t) , H(e)(t) H(e)↓t

3.6 Relation to Generic Version Management
We are now in a position to take closer look at the relationship between the version management system
proposed in this article, and the more generic version management systems as discussed in e.g. [Kat90,
BKKK87].
The version management system proposed in this article focuses on information system modelling processes, and in particular the evolution of the resulting models in the course of time. In doing so we,
initially, do not cater for things like alternative versions of models. Initially we only acknowledge the existence of one time-line along which the models have evolved. Our focus is on an elegant description and
construction of this model evolution in the context of information system design.
A generic version management framework is in our opinion a suitable (and efficient) implementation platform for the version management system discussed in this article. In doing so, we would obtain things
like alternative versions and alternative courses of model evolutions for free. To do this we should regard a
model evolution (like depicted in figure 1) as a (possible) configuration in the framework of Katz ([Kat90]).
Alternative evolution processes then simply correspond to alternative configurations. The framework described in [Kat90] also provides ways to minimise storage of alternative evolutions by allowing for dynamic
construction of configurations.

4 Evolution in the CDM Kernel
We have now discussed the two main components of the CDM Evolver: the corpus evolutionis and the
version manager. All that remains to be done is to provide the glue to interconnect these two components.
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We do this by introducing a universe of data schemas. This universe provides the boundaries of schema
evolution. The elements that make up this universe then provide the element versions needed to make the
connection to the evolution mechanism. From this we can then also derive what a schema version within
the universe is.

4.1 CDM Schema Universe
The universe of data schemas is built from the extra temporal versions of the schema components as identified in section 2. The notion of a universe in which data schemas evolve has been used before in e.g.
[PW95, PW94].
Formally, the information structure universe is provided by:
IS = hRL, OB, VL, RO, NO, SubOf, Roles, Player, Cluster, CFlavour, RoleLim, Ident, Edgei
The base sets, like RL and OB, provide the set of all possible relationship types and object types respectively. The functions defining the fabric of the information structure, like Player : RO → OB and
Roles : RL → ℘(Roles), provide the players for any role that may be part of a schema and the set of roles
that may ever be associated to any relationship type respectively.
Similarly, a complete data schema universe over a set of concrete domains DO, is identified by the following
(extra-temporal) components:
CS , hIS, CN , OP, σ , Ops, DerRule, UpdRule, Encap, Domi
We presume that the atomic base sets of the data schema universe: RL, OB, VL, RO, NO, CN , OP are
exclusive. Previously we stated that they are exclusive for each single version, but we now require this to
be the case for the entire universe as a whole We can now formally glue the CDM Kernel to the evolution
mechanism by stating:
ELV
ELC

, TP ∪ RO ∪ NO ∪ CN ∪ OP
, {TP, RO, NO, CN , OP}

VClass(e) ,

X ∈ {TP, RO, NO, CN , OP} such that e ∈ X .

Note that we have combined all types into one single set (TP). This means that for instance a relationship
type is allowed to evolve into an object type; but not into a constraint.
From the above definition may seem to follow that the player of a role may not change in the course of time,
or that an object type may not change its subtypes. However, the object types in the universe are simply
treated as element versions. For example, changing a cluster of an object type, or change a subtyping,
requires the involved object types versions to be replaced by ‘fresh’ object type versions. As shown above,
and before in e.g. [PW95] and [PW94] this way of describing allows for elegant definitions. From an
implementational point of view, one could regard an object type version from OB as the combination of its
properties: name, supertypes, clustered types, etc. Whenever one of these properties changes, we would
automatically have a ’fresh’ object type. A possible class definition in an OO style would be:
VersionElement = CLASS
Name:
STRING
END CLASS;
Type = CLASS (VersionElement)
DerRule:
DerivationRules (OPTIONAL);
UpdRule:
UpdateRules
(OPTIONAL);
END CLASS;
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ObjectType = CLASS (Type)
SuperTypes: SET OF ObjectType;
Encap:
SET OF (Operation UNION Type);
Ident:
LIST OF RolePair;
Cluster:
FUNCTION Natno TO SET OF Type;
Flavour:
FUNCTION Type TO Flavours;
END CLASS;

4.2 CDM Schema Versions
Now that we have glued the evolution mechanism to the CDM schema universe, we can derive versions of the schemas for a given schema evolution hR, Hi. Using SnapshotH (t) the schema version
at t in history H can be derived by separating out the different base sets. For each of the base sets
X ∈ {TP, RL, OB, VL, RO, NO, CN , OP} we can define:
Xt , X ∩ SnapshotH (t)
The remaining components (all functions and predicates) of a schema version can now simply be derived
by limiting the extra temporal domains to the current versions of the base sets, so:

SubOf t ,
hx, yi ∈ SubOf x, y ∈ OB t

Rolest ,
hx, Ri ∈ Roles x ∈ RLt ∪ NO t ∧R ⊆ RO t

Playert ,
hr, xi ∈ Player r ∈ RO t ∧x ∈ OB t
...
A direct result of this definition is, what might be expected intuitively, that for each schema component
X ∈ {RL, OB, VL, RO, NO, SubOf, Roles, Player, Cluster, CFlavour, RoleLim, Ident, Edge, CN , OP, σ ,
Ops, DerRule, UpdRule,Encap, Dom} we have:
Xt ⊆ X
One can quite easily see that it is not hard to extend this framework when taking additional aspects of
conceptual schemas into consideration. For example, verbalisations (names) of the object types and relationship types in a schema. In this article we have not elaborated on these issues, however, during the
evolution of a conceptual schema there is also the need to change the names of object types or the verbalisation of fact types. For a detailed study of fact verbalisation and extensions needed to the formal model
of a conceptual schema, refer to e.g. [HPW97], [HPW96].

4.3 Well-formedness of Evolution
FInally, besides well-formedness rules on versions, one might want to formulate rules that limit the evolution of a data schema, i.e. transition oriented constraints. Specifying such rules, however, can be a rather
arbitrary process which depends on the kind of evolution one has in mind. In [PW95], [PW95] and [PW94]
some example rules have been formulated in the context of schema evolution due to evolution of the universe of discourse. However, for evolution during the design phase of an information system, one would
typically like to be more liberal.
Although we do not formulate such rules explicitly here, one might imagine having a set of extra rules
EW (Evolution Well-formedness) that govern the evolution of data schemas. Then we can now refine the
IsModEvol predicate to the CDM Kernel specific definition:
IsCDMEvol(R, H) ⇔ IsModEvol(R, H) ∧ ∀t∈TI [IsSch(CS t )]
∧

hR, Hi obeys the EW rules
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5 Conclusions
In this article we have defined a version management system for schema evolution: the CDM Evolver. It
can be seen as the finishing touch to the existing CDM Kernel. This version management system allows
us to model the evolution of data schemas in the CDM Kernel. Two important features are the ability to
describe the evolution of data schemas through the entire modelling process including the internal representation, and the fact that it can model the interaction between model elements in the course of time. This
latter property is believed to be crucial to provide a better insight into schema design processes. Both for
modellers themselves as well as their managers.
The version management system has been setup such that it is extendible and easy to adapt to other models.
This means that as such it is not only useful in the context of the CDM Kernel, but can be applied to other
modelling techniques.
Currently, work is underway in implementing the CDM Kernel, and the version management system presented here will find its place in this implementation as well.
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